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Abstract
The motivation for this paper is the study of the phase transition for recur-
rence/transience of a class of self-interacting random walks on trees, which in-
cludes the once-reinforced random walk. For this purpose, we define a quantity,
which we call the branching-ruin number of a tree, which provides (in the spirit
of Furstenberg [11] and Lyons [13]) a natural way to measure trees with polyno-
mial growth. We prove that the branching-ruin number of a tree is equal to the
critical parameter for the recurrence/transience of the once-reinforced random
walk. We define a sharp and effective (i.e., computable) criterion characteriz-
ing the recurrence/transience of a larger class of self-interacting walks on trees,
providing the complete picture for their phase transition. © 2019 Wiley Periodi-
cals, Inc.
In this paper we study the phase transition for recurrence/transience of a class of
self-interacting random walks on trees. Our main tool is a quantity that we call the
branching-ruin number of a tree, which provides a natural way to measure trees
with polynomial growth. In particular, we prove that the branching-ruin number of
a tree is equal to the critical parameter for the recurrence/transience of the once-
reinforced random walk (ORRW) on this tree, providing the complete picture of
its phase transition. The last statement is a corollary of a more general study of
a larger class of self-interacting random walks, for which we prove a sharp and
effective (i.e., computable) criterion characterizing their recurrence or transience.
This class of processes includes a generalization of the ORRW, as well as biased
random walks, or random walks in a random environment; see Remark 2.8.
The study of self-interacting random walks is challenging, as they are not Mar-
kovian, and proving recurrence or transience is difficult. Our approach provides
the first general technique for the study of ORRW.
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The idea of the branching-ruin number stems both from the Hausdorff dimen-
sion of a tree defined by Furstenberg [11] and from the branching number intro-
duced by Lyons [13], who linked it to biased random walks, percolation, and the
Ising model on trees. In [15, p. 8], Lyons and Peres write “the branching number
of a tree is a single number that captures enough of the complexity of a general
tree to give the critical value for a stochastic process on the tree.” The branching-
ruin number aims at fulfilling the same mission, but for a different class of random
walks and trees. The branching number is adapted to the study of trees with expo-
nential growth. The branching-ruin number is designed for the study of trees with
polynomial growth (see Section 3) and is strikingly related to the critical parameter
of the ORRW.
The ORRW was introduced in 1990 by Davis [8]. Despite its simple definition,
the ORRW turns out to be difficult to analyze and, so far, no general tools have
been available for its study. The last author conjectured that on Zd , d  3, the
ORRW undergoes a phase transition recurrence/transience with respect to the rein-
forcement parameter. This problem is still open on the hypercubic lattice. In the
two-dimensional case, recurrence on Z2 remains unsolved.
Durrett, Kesten, and Limic [10] proved that this conjecture does not hold on the
binary tree and that ORRW is transient for any choice of parameter. This was ex-
tended to supercritical Galton-Watson trees in [5] (see also [6], where the positivity
and the monotonicity of the speed on Galton-Watson trees is studied). Some partial
results on ladders [20, 22] are also available.
Recently the authors in [12] provided the first example of phase transition for
ORRW on Zd -like trees. It should be noted that these trees were spherically sym-
metric with a particular structure.
We should mention that a similar phase transition was conjectured for linearly
edge-reinforced random walks (ERRW) onZd in the 1980s [7], and was first proved
on regular trees in [16]. Only recently the phase transition recurrence/transience
on Zd , d  3, was established in [2, 9, 18]; see also [19]. However, techniques
developed for ERRW do not apply to ORRW, in particular because exchangeability
does not hold.
Here we treat the case of general trees. In particular, we recover and generalize
any known result about ORRW by computing the branching-ruin number of the trees
in these contexts; see Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.4, and Remark 2.2. In addition, the
sharp criterion in Theorem 2.5 is stronger than existing results in the sense that it
allows inhomogeneous initial weights and inhomogeneous reinforcement. Finally,
the main idea of our proof of transience relies on the presence of an infinite cluster
for a particular correlated percolation.
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1 The Model
1.1 Notation
Let G D .V;E/ be an infinite, locally finite, rooted tree with set of vertices V
and set of edges E. Let % be the root of G. For any vertex  2 V n f%g, denote by
 1 its parent, i.e., the neighbor of  with shortest distance from %. For any  2 V ,
let jj be the number of edges in the unique self-avoiding path connecting  to %
and call jj the generation of . In particular, we have j%j D 0. For any edge e 2 E
denote by e  and eC its endpoints with jeCj D je jC1, and define the generation
of an edge as jej D jeCj. Two vertices ;  2 V are called neighbors, denoted
  , if they are the endpoints of a given edge e, that is f; g D fe ; eCg. For
any pair of vertices  and , we write    if  is on the unique self-avoiding
path between % and  (including it), and  <  if moreover  ¤ . Similarly, for
two edges e and g, we write g  e if gC  eC and g < e if moreover gC ¤ eC.
For two vertices  <  2 V , we will denote by ;  the unique self-avoiding path
connecting  to . For two neighboring vertices  and , we use the slight abuse
of notation ;  to denote the edge with endpoints  and  (note that we allow
 < ). For two edges e1; e2 2 E, we denote e1 ^ e2 the vertex with maximal
distance from % such that e1 ^ e2  eC1 and e1 ^ e2  e
C
2 .
1.2 Definition of the Model
We define a generalized version of the once-reinforced random walks, which we
denote by GORW. This process, denoted by X D .Xn/n, is discrete-time and takes
values on the vertices of the tree G. It starts from %, i.e., X0 D %. At each step, it
jumps to one of the neighbors of the present state, according to the rule described
below. To any edge e 2 E, we associate an initial weight we 2 .0;1/ and a
reinforced weight e 2 .0;1/. Any edge is assigned its initial weight as long as
it has not been crossed. After an edge is crossed for the first time, it is assigned
its reinforced weight from this time on (hence the weight of an edge is updated at
most once in its whole life). At each stage the walk jumps through an edge with a
probability that is proportional to its current weight.
More formally, let En be the collection of edges crossed up to time n, that is,
En WD

e 2 E W 9k 2 f1; : : : ; ng s.t. fXk 1; Xkg D fe
 ; eCg
	
:(1.1)
At time n 2 N and on the event fXn D g with  2 V , the walk jumps to a
neighbor    with conditional probability
P.XnC1 D  j Fn/ D
;1;2En C w;1;EnP
0W0.;01;02En C w;01;0En/
;
where .Fn/ is the natural filtration generated by the history of X, i.e., Fn D
ff.Xk; 0  k  n/ for any integer n  0. The case when we D 1 and e D 
for any e 2 E and for some  2 .0;1/ corresponds to the once edge-reinforced
random walk (ORRW) with parameter . Note that the model we defined includes
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usual reversible Markov chains on trees, as well as various generalized versions of
the ORRW (see [6] for instance).
A GORW is said to be recurrent if, P-a.s., it eventually returns to %. This process
is transient if it is not recurrent, i.e.,
P.T .%/ D1/ > 0;
where, for a vertex v 2 V , T .v/ stands for the return time to v, that is,
(1.2) T .v/ WD inffn > 0 W Xn D vg:
In Section 11, we prove a 0-1 law implying the equivalence between transience
(resp., recurrence) and the fact that GORW visits each vertex finitely (resp., infin-
itely) often almost surely.
2 Main Results
2.1 The Branching-Ruin Number and the ORRW
Let us fix an infinite, locally finite, rooted tree G. Our first goal is to define the
branching-ruin number of G. We will need the notion of cutsets. A cutset is a set
 of edges such that, for any infinite self-avoiding path .i /i0 started at the root,
there exists a unique i  0 such that i 1; i  2  . In other words, a cutset is a
minimal set of edges separating the root from infinity. We use  to denote the set
of cutsets. The branching-ruin number of the tree G is defined as
brr.G/ D sup
n
 > 0 W inf
2
X
e2
jej  > 0
o
:(2.1)
The branching-ruin number is intrinsic to the tree and is defined for any tree. Nev-
ertheless, this quantity is particularly interesting when measuring trees with poly-
nomial growth. We give explanations and motivations for this fact in Section 3. It
is an effective quantity in the sense that, in most cases, we can compute its value
for a given tree. It is worth noting that, under some assumptions such as spherical
symmetry (i.e., the vertices within the same generation have the same number of
children), a tree whose generation sizes grow like nb has a branching-ruin number
equal to b. Also, a tree with subpolynomial growth has a branching-ruin number
equal to 0, and a spherically symmetric tree with exponential growth has an infinite
branching-ruin number (see Corollary 2.4). Strikingly, the branching-ruin number
of a tree is equal to the critical parameter for the recurrence/transience of the ORRW
on this tree.
Recall that a random walk X is ORRW with reinforced parameter  2 .0;1/ if
it is a GORW, defined in Section 1.2, with initial weights we D 1 and reinforced
weights e D  for any edge e of the tree.
The following theorem provides the full picture about recurrence/transience of
the ORRW on trees and identifies the value of the critical parameter.
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THEOREM 2.1. Fix an infinite, locally finite tree G and let brr.G/ 2 0;1 be
its branching-ruin number. The ORRW with reinforced parameter  2 .0;1/ is
transient if  < brr.G/ and recurrent if  > brr.G/.
Remark 2.2. In [12], two of the authors studied the ORRW on Zd -like trees Td
whose vertices have d children if they are at some generation 2k , k 2 N, and only
one child otherwise. One can easily compute that these trees have a branching-ruin
number brr.Td / D log2.d/ and thus recover the result from [12] using Theorem
2.1.
In some situations, we are able to describe the behavior at criticality. The next
result is proved in Section 10.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Fix an infinite, locally finite tree G and consider the ORRW X
with critical parameter c D brr.G/ 2 .0;1/. First, if
inf
2
X
e2
jej c D 0;
then X is recurrent. Second, if there exists a positive function f such that
inf
2
X
e2
1
jejcf .jej/
> 0 and
X
n1
1
nf .n/
<1;
then X is transient.
In the light of the last result, one can easily show for instance that on a spher-
ically symmetric tree that grows like na= log.n/, the critical ORRW is recurrent,
whereas if the tree grows like na log2.n/ then it is transient.
As mentioned in the introduction, the branching-ruin number is related to the
branching number of the tree, studied by R. Lyons [13] and defined as
br.G/ WD sup
n
 > 0 W inf
2
X
e2
 jej > 0
o
:(2.2)
Let us recall that any regular tree and any supercritical Galton-Watson tree, on the
event of nonextinction, has a branching number a.s. equal to its mean offspring
and thus strictly larger than 1. Therefore, the following simple consequence of
Theorem 2.1 generalizes results of Durrett, Kesten, and Limic [10] and results
in [5].
COROLLARY 2.4. Consider ORRW with parameter  defined on a tree G that satis-
fies br.G/ > 1, where br.G/ is the branching number defined in (2.2). This process
is transient for any  2 .0;1/.
In Section 3, we present other interesting examples of trees with polynomial
growth and compute their branching-ruin numbers.
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2.2 The Sharp Criterion
Let us now state our most general result, which is a sharp and effective crite-
rion for the recurrence/transience of GORW, deeply related to the branching-ruin
number.
Let us now consider GORW X, defined as in Section 1.2, with initial weights
.we/e2E and reinforced weights .e/e2E . For any edge e 2 E, define
 .e/ D
X
g2E Wg<e
 1g
w 1e C
X
g2E Wg<e
 1g
;(2.3)
with the convention that  .e/ D 1 if the sum in the numerator is empty, i.e., if
jej D 1. Note that, roughly speaking,  .e/ corresponds to the probability that the
GORW restricted to the path from the root to eC hits eC before returning to the
root, after having reached e . This interpretation in terms of one-dimensional ruin
probabilities will be made rigorous at the end of Section 5.
Finally, let us define, for any e 2 E,
.e/ D
Y
ge
 .g/:(2.4)
Recall that we defined, just before (2.1), the set  of all cutsets of the tree G.
In the statement of the next theorem, we will assume that the following technical
condition on X holds:
9M 2 .1;1/ s.t.
1
M

P
ge 1=gP
ge 1=wg
M for all e 2 E:(2.5)
The recurrence or transience of X on the tree G is going to be characterized by the
quantity
RT.G;X/ WD sup
n
 > 0 W inf
2
X
e2
..e// > 0
o
:(2.6)
One can easily check using (2.1) that the branching-ruin number brr.G/ of G is
equal to RT.G;S/ where S is the simple random walk (i.e., we D e D 1 for every
edge e). Therefore, the quantity RT.  ;  / can be seen as a generalized version of
the branching-ruin number. The next result provides a sharp and effective criterion
for recurrence/transience of GORWs under the condition (2.5).
THEOREM 2.5. Consider a GORW X defined on an infinite, locally finite tree G. If
RT.G;X/ < 1, then X is recurrent. If RT.G;X/ > 1 and if (2.5) is satisfied, then
X is transient.
Let us comment on condition (2.5). First, (2.5) is satisfied by any multiplicative
ORRW with general initial weights, i.e., we 2 .0;1/ and e D   we for any
e 2 E and for some parameter  2 .0;1/, in which case the ratio in (2.5) is
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always equal to . This includes the case of Markov chains, by choosing  D 1.
Note that (2.5) allows for more inhomogeneity than these cases. Second, it should
be noted that, in fact, this condition is essentially necessary if one wants to follow
the strategy we adopt here. Indeed, it is not too difficult to find a counterexample to
Lemma 7.2 when (2.5) does not hold. Here, we choose to give (2.5) as a condition,
because it is easy to check for any model, but it should be noted that Theorem 2.5
still holds if we replace (2.5) by quasi-independence as described in Lemma 7.2.
Besides, we believe that Theorem 2.5 fails without assuming quasi-independence.
In most cases the quantity RT.G;X/ can be explicitly computed. Let us consider
a general example. Fix a tree G such that br.G/ > 1. A process X is a biased
ORRW with parameter  2 .0;1/ if it is a GORW with initial weights we D  jej
and reinforced weights e D    jej for every edge e 2 E. The case  > 1
corresponds to a bias towards the root and the case  2 .0; 1/ corresponds to an
outward bias. The next result generalizes [6, cor. 1.5]. Note that the case  D 1
corresponds to a usual biased random walk, and the case  D 1 corresponds to
ORRW.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be a biased ORRW as described above on a tree G with
br.G/ > 1. First, if  2 .0; 1, then RT.G;X/ D1 and thus X is transient for any
parameter  > 0. Second, if  > 1, we have that
RT.G;X/ D ln.br.G//
ln..   1/C 1/
:
In particular, X is transient if  < .br.G/   1/=.   1/, and it is recurrent if
 > .br.G/   1/=.   1/.
Remark 2.7. As explained in the introduction, we believe that our techniques can
be used for different models. In particular, it should be possible to apply those to
excited random walks on trees. It should be noted that, as a first step, it is quite
straightforward to apply the techniques to theM -digging random walk, an extreme
case of the excited random walk introduced in [23] and [3]. This would provide
new results about this model on general trees.
Remark 2.8. It is possible to implement these techniques in order to study ran-
dom walk in a random environment (RWRE). For random walks in an independent
random environment, we believe that our techniques can be pushed to study the
critical phases of RWRE, left open in [14]. Finally, it should be noted that one of
the critical cases was studied in [17] for i.i.d. and balanced environments. Their
results can be rephrased as follows: on a tree G, if the branching-ruin number is
such that brr.G/ > 12 then the RWRE is transient, and if brr.G/ < 12 then it is
recurrent.
3 Features of the Branching-Ruin Number
In this section, we explore different aspects of the branching-ruin number. First,
we relate it to the growth of polynomial trees. Second, we propose a construction
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in order to provide a polynomial counterpart of Galton-Watson trees and show
how the branching-ruin number naturally appears in the structure of these random
trees. Third, we express the number RT.  ;  /, defined in (2.6), and in particular the
branching-ruin number in terms of the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary of the
tree at infinity with respect to a particular metric.
3.1 Growth of Polynomial Trees
As highlighted in the introduction, the branching-ruin number of a tree (see
(2.1)) appears to be a nice way to measure polynomial trees. For a tree G, we
define the polynomial growth of the tree as
Pgr.G/ D sup
n
 > 0 W lim inf
n!1
X
e2En
n  > 0
o
D lim inf
n!1
ln.jEnj/
ln.n/
;
where En D fe 2 E W jej D ng is the set of edges at generation n.
By comparing it to (2.1), it is easy to see that brr.G/  Pgr.G/, as the sets En
are particular choices of cutsets. In general, these two numbers may not be equal,
and one can easily find examples where they indeed differ (e.g., build a polynomial
tree with a structure similar to the second example [13, p. 936]). Nevertheless, one
can prove that if G is spherically symmetric (i.e., if the degree of a vertex depends
only on its generation), then brr.G/ D Pgr.G/.
In particular, if a tree G is spherically symmetric and if jEnjn a is asymptoti-
cally bounded away from 0 and the infinity for some a 2 .0;1/, then brr.G/ D a.
3.2 Generating Random Polynomial Trees
In this section, we consider a natural way to generate random polynomial trees
and show how the branching-ruin number arises naturally from the structure of the
tree. This is similar to the fact that the branching number of an infinite supercritical
Galton-Watson tree is a.s. equal to its mean offspring (see [13]).
We do not work with the most general way to generate polynomial trees, but we
use a construction that looks to be an interesting polynomial counterpart to Galton-
Watson trees. As for Galton-Watson trees, the law of the random trees we consider
depends only on one probability distribution and its behavior (i.e., if it is infinite
with positive probability or not) depends only on the mean of this distribution.
The general idea of this construction uses the fact that, along any infinite ray of
a polynomial tree, most vertices have only one child and, more and more rarely
(logarithmically often), a vertex behaves differently and has several children or no
child. Hence, a typical ray in an infinite polynomial tree looks most of the time
like a line where vertices have only one child, plus some rare vertices with several
children, providing the tree structure. Our construction also allows for leaves in
the tree. The tree we propose can be seen as a Galton-Watson tree where each
edge is replaced by a random number of edges in series (depending on the height).
Interestingly, the branching-ruin number turns out to be the natural parameter for
this random tree, that is, the mean of the distribution mentioned above.
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Let us construct this polynomial random tree. Start by fixing a collection of
nonnegative real numbers .pk/k 1 such that
P
k 1 pk D 1 and p 1 ¤ 1.
Let L be an integer-valued random variable that is equal to k with probability pk
for any integer k   1. This generic random variable will be used to define the
offspring distributions in the tree. Assume that EL2 DW ff2 < 1 and define
m D EL 2 . 1;1/.
For each n  1, let n be a random variable taking values in f0; 1g and defined
by P.n D 1/ D 1=n D 1   P.n D 0/. Now construct a random tree Tm
iteratively, starting with one vertex at level 1 and such that each vertex x at level
n  1 has Z.x/n offsprings in the tree, where Z
.x/
n D 1 C 
.x/
n L
.x/ with .x/n and
L.x/ being independent copies of n and L, respectively, and are independent of
everything else.
For this random tree Tm, a vertex at generation n has an average number of
offspring equal to 1 C m
n
. Then, it is natural to expect that this tree is infinite
with positive probability if and only if m > 0; see Proposition 3.1 below. One
could argue that the law of .n/ is arbitrary, but one should be convinced that it is
essentially the only good choice by the following arguments. First, if m > 0, the
average number of vertices in the nth generation of Tm is of the order of nm and
Tm is indeed a polynomial tree. Second, if n was equal to 1 with probability 1=na
with a 2 .0; 1/ (resp., a > 1), then we would obtain that the size of the generations
behaves like a stretched exponential (resp., converges to a finite quantity). Hence,
choosing a D 1 is indeed the natural feasible choice in order to obtain a tree with
polynomial growth.
The following result again justifies our statement that the branching-ruin number
is a good way to measure polynomial trees.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Tm be a random polynomial tree constructed as above.
First, Tm is infinite with positive probability if and only ifm > 0. Second, ifm > 0
and on the event that Tm is infinite, we have that brr.Tm/ D m almost surely.
As the proof of this result uses some of the intuition and remarks presented
throughout the paper, we postpone it to Section 9.
3.3 Hausdorff Dimension
Here, we prove that the quantity RT.  ;  /, defined in (2.6), and in particular
the branching-ruin number, can be rephrased as the Hausdorff dimension of the
boundary of the tree at infinity, with respect to a particular distance. Let us recall
the definition of the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary of an infinite tree as
Furstenberg [11] defined it; see also [15]. First, the boundary @G of the tree at
infinity is defined as the set of infinite rays, that is, the set of all infinite simple paths
started from the root (in particular, this boundary does not consider the leaves). For
an infinite ray  2 @G, we denote by n the edge of  at generation n. A natural
metric on @G is the following: if ;  2 @G have exactly n edges in common, then
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d.; / D exp. n/. In particular, for e 2 E, if we let
Be D

 2 @G W jej D e
	
;(3.1)
then the diameter of Be is
diamBe D minfexp. n/ W 8;  2 Be; n D ng:
Thus, we have that diamBe  expf jejg and equality holds if and only if eC has
at least two children in the tree. A collection C of subsets of @G is said to be a
cover if [
B2C
B D @G:
The Hausdorff dimension of @G is defined as
dimH @G D sup
n
 > 0 W inf
C countable cover
X
B2C
.diamB/ > 0
o
;
which is also equal to
dimH@G D sup
n
 > 0 W inf
2
X
e2
exp. jej/ > 0
o
:
This last quantity is simply the natural logarithm of the branching number defined
as, by (2.2), we have
br.G/ D exp.dimH @G/:
We are now going to define the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary of the tree
in a metric induced by the ruin probabilities of a GORW along the rays of the tree.
First, let us restrict ourselves to the case where the quantity defined in (2.4) goes
to 0 along any infinite ray. More precisely, for  2 @G, we assume that
lim
n!1
.n/ D 0:(3.2)
This assumption simply ensures that induces a metric on the infinite rays. Recall
also that  is decreasing to 0 along any ray.
Now, let us define the following distance on @G: for ;  2 @G, if e is their
common edge with highest generation, then d.; / D .e/. The assumption
(3.2) ensures that d.; / D 0 for any  2 @G. In particular, for e 2 E, defining
Be as in (3.1), we can compute the diameter with respect to d to be
diam Be D minf.g/ W g 2 ; 8 2 Beg:
Finally, define the -Hausdorff dimension of @G as
dimH @G D sup
n
 W inf
C countable cover
X
B2C
.diam B/ > 0
o
D sup
n
 W inf
2
X
e2
..e// > 0
o
:
Thus, we have that RT.G;X/ D dimH @G. In particular, brr.G/ is equal to the
Hausdorff dimension of the boundary of the tree at infinity when we choose that
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the distance between two infinite rays ;  2 @G with common edge with highest
generation jej is d.; / D 1=jej.
4 Applications of the Branching-Ruin Number
In this section, we prove that Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.4, and Corollary 2.6 are
simple consequences of Theorem 2.5.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Recall that we consider a ORRW X with parameter
 2 .0;1/ and recall the definitions (2.3) of  ./ and (2.4) of ./. In this case,
by (2.3), we have that, for any edge e 2 E,  .e/ D .jej   1/=.jej   1 C / if
jej  2 and  .e/ D 1 if jej D 1. Hence, for any  > 0, there exist constants
c0; c1 2 .0;1/ such that, for any  2 ,
X
e2
..e// 
X
e2
jejY
nD1

1  

 C n


X
e2
c0 exp
n
  
jejX
nD1
1
 C n
o

X
e2
c1
1
jej
:
Similarly, for any  > 0, there exist two constants c1; c2 2 .0;1/ such that, for
any  2 ,
c1
X
e2
1
jej

X
e2
..e//  c2
X
e2
1
jej
:
Finally, by comparing (2.6) and (2.1), one can see that RT.G;X/ D brr.G/=.
Theorem 2.5 easily provides the conclusion. □
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2.4. Here we assume that br.G/ > 1 and we fix  > 0.
Therefore, by (2.2), there exists " > 0 and c > 0 such that
inf
2
X
e2
.1C "/ jej > c:
Hence, for any  > 0, proceeding as in the previous proof, there exist constants
c1; c3; c4 2 .0;1/ such that, for any  2 ,X
e2
..e// 
X
e2
c1
1
jej
 c3
X
e2
.1C "/ jej > c4:
Hence, by definition (2.6), we have that RT.G;X/ > 1 and we can thus conclude
by Theorem 2.5 that the walk is transient. □
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2.6. We now consider X to be the biased ORRW on a
tree G with br.G/ > 1. One can prove by straightforward computations that, for
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any  > 1, any  > 0 and any  > 0, there exist constants c4; c5 2 .0;1/ such
that, for any  2 ,
c4
X
e2

1
.   1/C 1
jej

X
e2
..e//  c5
X
e2

1
.   1/C 1
jej
:
If  D 1, this corresponds to the statement of Corollary 2.4. If  2 .0; 1/ and for
any  > 0, it is easy to check that .e/ converges to a positive constant as jej goes
to infinity, on any infinite ray, and therefore RT.G;X/ D 1, for any  > 0. If
 > 1, using the definition (2.2) of the branching number, the definition (2.6) of
RT.  ;  / and by a simple computation, we have that
RT.G;X/ D ln.br.G//
ln..   1/C 1/
:
One can then conclude about the recurrence/transience of X by applying Theorem
2.5. □
5 Extensions
Here we define the same construction as in [6], which is a particular case of
Rubin’s construction. This will allow us to emphasize useful independence prop-
erties of the walk on disjoint subsets of the tree. Let us first roughly describe the
construction. The idea is to define a continuous-time process where the random
walker jumps through an edge when a certain clock attached to this edge rings.
In fact, this construction is an adaptation to self-interacting random processes of a
classical continuous-time embedding for Markov chains. To do so, we first define
a family of random clocks. Given this family of times, the evolution of walk is
then deterministic: when the walker jumps to a vertex, we start a clock attached
to each adjacent edge; when the first clock rings, the walker jumps through the
corresponding edge (we discard here the pathological case when two clocks ring
at the same time). In fact, as seen below, this construction allows us to define a
family of coupled processes on every subtree of the whole tree: these are what we
call extensions.
Let .;F ;P/ denote a probability space on which
Y D .Y.; ; k/ W .; / 2 V 2 with    and k 2 N/(5.1)
is a family of independent exponential random variables with mean 1, and where
.; / denotes an ordered pair of vertices. Below, we use these collections of
random variables to generate the steps of X. Moreover, we define a family of
coupled walks using the same collection of “clocks” Y.
Define, for any integer j  0 and any ;  2 V with   , the quantities
r.; ; j / D w;1fjD0;<g C ;i 1fj1g[f<g;(5.2)
where ; , defined in Section 1.1, denotes the edge linking  and .
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As it was done in [6], we are now going to define a family of coupled processes
on the subtrees of G. For any rooted subtree G0 of G, let us define the extension
X.G0/ D .V 0; E 0/ on G0 as follows. Let the root %0 of G0 be defined as the vertex
of V 0 with smallest distance to %. For a fixed vertex  2 V and for a collection of
nonnegative integers kx D .k/W;2E 0 , let
A
.G0/
kx;n;
D

X .G
0/
n D 
	
\\
W;2E 0

#

1  j  nW
 
X
.G0/
j 1; X
.G0/
j

D .; /
	
D k
	
:
Note that the event A.G
0/
kx;n;
deals with jumps along oriented edges. Set X.G
0/
0 D %
0
and, for , 0 such that ; 0 2 E 0 and for n  0, on the event
A
.G0/
kx;n;
\
(
0 D arg min
W;2E 0
( kX
iD0
Y.; ; i/
r.; ; i/
))
;(5.3)
we set X .G
0/
nC1 D 
0, where the function r is defined in (5.2) and the clocks Y ’s are
from the same collection Y fixed in (5.1).
We define X D X.G/ to be the extension on the whole tree. It is easy to check,
from properties of independent exponential random variables and the memoryless
property, that this provides a construction of the GORW X on G. This continuous-
time embedding is classical: it is called Rubin’s construction, after Herman Rubin
(see the appendix in Davis [8]). Now, if we consider proper subtrees G0 of G,
one can check that, with these definitions, the steps of X on the subtree G0 are
given by the steps of X.G0/ (see [6] for details). As it was noticed in [6], for two
subtrees G0 and G00 whose edge sets are disjoint, the extensions X.G0/ and X.G00/ are
independent as they are defined by two disjoint subcollections of Y.
Of particular interest will be the case where G0 D %;  is the unique self-
avoiding path connecting % to  for some  2 G. In this case, we write X./ instead
of X.%;/, and we denote T ././ the return times associated to X./, where we
recall that return times are defined in (1.2). For simplicity, we will also write X.e/
and T .e/. / instead of X.eC/ and T .eC/. / for e 2 E. Finally, it should be noted
that, for any e 2 E and any g  e,
 .g/ D P
 
T .e/.gC/  T .e/.g / < T
.e/.%/  T .e/.g /

;(5.4)
.e/ D P
 
T .e/.eC/ < T .e/.%/

;(5.5)
where  is the canonical shift on the trajectories. Indeed, in order to prove (5.4),
one should simply notice that the environment along the path between the root
and gC does not change between the times T .e/.g / and T .e/.gC/. The equality
therefore boils down to computing ruin probabilities for a one-dimensional (Mar-
kovian) random walk. The equality (5.5) follows by decomposing the path along
the stopping times T .e/.gC/ for   gC  eC.
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6 Recurrence in Theorem 2.5: The Case RT.G;X/ < 1
In this section, we assume that RT.G;X/ < 1 and prove recurrence. The first
part of Theorem 2.5 is a consequence of the following proposition, which is an
application of the first moment method.
PROPOSITION 6.1. If
inf
2
X
e2
.e/ D 0;(6.1)
then X is recurrent.
PROOF. Here, we assume that (6.1) holds and that there exists a sequence of
cutsets .n/0   such that
P
e2n
..e//  exp. n/. We want to estimate
the probability that X escapes to infinity from %, i.e., never returns to %. This
requires that X jumps through at least one edge of each cutset n before returning
to %. First, fix some edge e 2 E and recall the definition of the extension Xe from
Section 5. Using (5.5), we have that
P
 [
e2n
fT .eC/ < T .%/g


X
e2n
P.T .eC/ < T .%//

X
e2n
P
 
T .e/.eC/ < T e.%/

D
X
e2n
.e/  expf ng:
As this last quantity is summable, the events
S
e2n
fT .eC/ < T .%/g, n  0,
happen only finitely often by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, and therefore
P.T .%/ D1/  P
\
n0
[
e2n
fT .eC/ < T .%/g

D 0:
This concludes the proof that X is recurrent. □
7 Link with Percolation
We are now going to interpret the set of edges crossed before returning to % as
the cluster of some correlated percolation and give a stochastic lower bound to it
in terms of a cluster in a certain quasi-independent percolation (see the definition
in Lemma 7.2).
Denote by C.%/ the set of edges that are crossed by X before returning to %, that
is,
C.%/ D e 2 E W T .eC/ < T .%/	:
This set can be seen as the cluster containing % in some correlated percolation.
Next we consider a different correlated percolation that will be more convenient to
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us. Recall Rubin’s construction and the extensions introduced in Section 5. Then
define
CCP.%/ D fe 2 E W T e.eC/ < T e.%/g;
where T e./ is defined right before (5.4). This defines a correlated percolation in
which an edge e 2 E is open if and only if e 2 CCP.%/. As this percolation is
defined using the same extensions as for X, we keep the notation P for its measure.
In this context, extensions are useful because, in order to know whether an edge e
is open or not, we get rid of the technical complications due to the events on which
X escapes to infinity before either hitting eC or returning to %. Nevertheless, note
that this percolation still has correlation at any length. In fact, in order to determine
if two given edges are open or not we need to observe the behavior of a coupled
pair of extensions. In our first result, we relate CCP.%/ to C.%/.
LEMMA 7.1. We have that
P.T .%/ D1/ D P.jC.%/j D 1/ D P.jCCP.%/j D 1/:
PROOF. It is easy to see that a.s. fjC.%/j D 1g D fT .%/ D1g. It remains to
prove that a.s. fjCCP.%/j D 1g D fjC.%/j D 1g. We split the proof of this into
two parts, by showing a double inclusion.
 If jCCP.%/j D 1 then, for any n  0, there exists an edge e with jej D n
such that T e.eC/ < T e.%/. In this case, either T .eC/ D T .%/ D 1,
which means that X escapes to infinity as it cannot stay forever in any
bounded subtree, or T .eC/ < T .%/. Either way, X hits some vertex at level
n before returning to % for any n  0. This proves that fjCCP.%/j D 1g 
fjC.%/j D 1g almost surely.
 If jC.%/j D 1, then, for any n  0, there exists an edge e with jej D n
such that T .eC/ < T .%/ and thus T e.eC/ < T e.%/. This proves that
fjC.%/j D 1g  fjCCP.%/j D 1g almost surely. □
For simplicity, for a vertex v 2 V , we write v 2 CCP.%/ if one of the edges inci-
dent to v is in CCP.%/. Besides, recall that for two edges e1 and e2, their common
ancestor with highest generation is the vertex denoted e1 ^ e2.
LEMMA 7.2. Assume that (2.5) holds. The correlated percolation induced by
CCP.%/ is quasi-independent; i.e., there exists a constant CQ 2 .0;1/ such that,
for any two edges e1; e2 2 E with common ancestor e1 ^ e2, we have that
P
 
e1; e2 2 CCP.%/ j e1 ^ e2 2 CCP.%/

 CQP
 
e1 2 CCP.%/ j e1 ^ e2 2 CCP.%/

 P
 
e2 2 CCP.%/ j e1 ^ e2 2 CCP.%/

:
PROOF. Recall the construction of Section 5. Note that if e1 ^ e2 D %, then the
extensions on %; eC1  and on %; e
C
2  are independent, as they are defined by two
disjoint collections of exponential clocks, and the conclusion of the lemma holds
with CQ D 1 by independence.
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Now, assume that e1 ^ e2 ¤ %, and note that the extensions on %; eC1  and on
%; eC2  are dependent as they use the same exponential clocks on the path %; e1 ^
e2. Recall the definition of the processes Y , from Section 5. Denote by e the
unique edge such that eC D e1 ^ e2 and define
N.e/ D #

0  n  T e.%/  T e.eC/ W .X
e
n ; X
e
nC1/ D .e
C; e /
	
;
L.e/ D
N.e/ 1X
jD0
Y.eC; e ; j /
e
;
where we recall that #A denotes the cardinality of a set A, and  is the canonical
shift on trajectories. So that L.e/ is the time consumed by the clocks attached
to the oriented edge .eC; e / before Xe, Xe1 , or Xe2 goes back to % once it has
reached eC. Recall that these three extensions are coupled and thus the time L.e/
is the same for the three of them.
For i 2 f1; 2g, let vi be the vertex that is the offspring of eC lying on the path
from % to ei . Note that vi could be equal to eCi . As before, let us define, for
i 2 f1; 2g,
N .ei / D #

0  n  T ei
 
eCi

W

X
eC;e
C
i

n ; X
eC;e
C
i

nC1

D .eC; vi /
ff
;
L.ei / D
Y.eC; vi ; 0/
w.eC;vi /
C
N.ei / 1X
jD1
Y.eC; vi ; j /
.eC;vi /
:
Here, L.ei /, i 2 f1; 2g, is the time consumed by the clocks attached to the ori-
ented edge .eC; vi / before Xei , or Xe
C;e
C
i
, hits eCi .
Note that the three quantities L.e/, L.e1/, and L.e2/ are independent as they
are defined by three disjoint, and hence independent, sets of exponential random
variables Y.  ;  ;  /. Moreover, we have
fe1; e2 2 CCP.%/g D
T .e/.eC/ < T .e/.%/
	
\

L.e/ > L.e1/
	
\

L.e/ > L.e2/
	
:
Now, note that the random variable N.e/ is simply a geometric random variable
(counting the number of trials) with success probability  1e =
P
ge 
 1
g , and that
also holds when conditioned on the event fT .e/.eC/ < T .e/.%/g. Moreover, N.e/
is easily seen to be independent of the clocks Y.eC; e ;  /. Thus, L.e/ is simply a
geometric sum of i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter e. Therefore,
L.e/ is an exponential random variable with parameter
p WD
1P
ge 
 1
g
:(7.1)
We cannot draw the same conclusion forL.e1/ andL.e2/, but we know that they
are two continuous random variables as they are a random sum of independent
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e1
e2
e1 ∧ e2
v1
v2
%
L(e)
L∗(e2)
L∗(e1)
FIGURE 7.1. Representation of L.e/, L.e1/, and L.e2/.
exponential random variables. Let us denote f1 and f2, respectively, to be the
densities of L.e1/ and L.e2/. Then, we have that
P.e1; e2 2 CCP.%/ j e1 ^ e2 2 CCP.%//
D P.L.e/ > L.e1/ _ L.e2//
D
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
Z 1
x1_x2
p expf ptgf1.x1/f2.x2/dt dx1 dx2
D
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
expf p.x1 _ x2/gf1.x1/f2.x2/dx1 dx2

Z 1
0
Z 1
0
expf 
p
2
.x1 C x2/gf1.x1/f2.x2/dx2 dx1;
where we used that x1 _ x2  .x1 C x2/=2. We can then write the last integral as
a product, which yields
(7.2) P.e1; e2 2 CCP.%/je1 ^ e2 2 CCP.%// Z 1
0
expf px1=2gf1.x1/dx1


Z 1
0
expf px2=2gf2.x2/dx2

:
We describe in detail how to treat the first integral appearing in the right-hand
side of (7.2) in the last product. The way to deal with the second one is identical.
First, note thatZ 1
0
expf px1=2gf1.x1/dx1 D P
 
Lz.e/ > L.e1/

;
where Lz.e/ is an exponential variable with parameter p=2. Now, given the partic-
ular form (7.1) of p, Lz.e/ has the same law as L.e/ where we replace the weights
g , for g  e only, by g=2, g  e, and keep the other weights the same. Let z .g/,
for e < g  e1, have the same definition as  but where we replace the weights
g by g=2 for g  e only. Moreover, as the event fL.e/ > L.e1/g corresponds
simply to a one-dimensional walk starting from eC and hitting eC1 before hitting
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the root, one can easily compute that
P
 
L.e/ > L.e1/

D
Y
e<ge1
p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v
p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v C w
 1
g
:
First, we obtain
P
 
Lz.e/ > L.e1/

D
Y
e<ge1
e .g/ D Y
e<ge1
2p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v
2p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v C w
 1
g
D P
 
L.e/ > L.e1/
 Y
e<ge1

1C
p 1
p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v



1  
p 1
2p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v C w
 1
g

D P
 
L.e/ > L.e1/


Y
e<ge1

1C
p 1w 1g 
p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v
 
2p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v C w
 1
g
:
Our goal is to control the last term in the last display. Recalling that (2.5) holds for
some constant M 2 .1;1/, one can computeY
e<ge1

1C
p 1w 1g 
p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v
 
2p 1 C
P
e<v<g 
 1
v C w
 1
g

 exp

p 1
X
e<ge1
w 1g P
v<g 
 1
v
 P
v<g 
 1
v C w
 1
g

 exp

p 1M 2
X
e<ge1
w 1g P
vg w
 1
v
 P
v<g w
 1
v

D exp

p 1M 2
X
e<ge1
P
vg w
 1
v  
P
v<g w
 1
v P
vg w
 1
v
 P
v<g w
 1
v

D exp

p 1M 2
 X
eg<e1
1P
vg w
 1
v
 
X
e<ge1
1P
vg w
 1
v

 exp

p 1M 2
1P
ve w
 1
v

 exp.M 3/:
We thus have proved thatZ 1
0
expf px1=2gf1.x1/dx1  expfM 3gP.e1 2 CCP.%/je1 ^ e2 2 CCP.%//:
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In the exact same manner, one can prove thatZ 1
0
expf px2=2gf2.x2/dx2  expfM 3gP.e2 2 CCP.%/ j e1 ^ e2 2 CCP.%//:
The two last displays together with (7.2) provide the conclusion. □
8 Transience in Theorem 2.5: The Case RT.G;X/ > 1
First, let us give a bound for the escape probability in terms of some effective
conductance. For this purpose, we need to introduce the following modified con-
ductances. Recall the definitions (2.3) and (2.4) of  ./ and ./, and recall that
 .e/ D 1 for any edge e such that jej D 1; i.e., e is incident to %.
DEFINITION 8.1. For any edge e 2 E, let c.e/ D 1 if jej D 1 and, if jej > 1,
define
c.e/ D
1
1    .e/
.e/:(8.1)
Define Ceff the effective conductance of G when the conductance c.e/ is assigned
to every edge e 2 E. For a definition of effective conductance, see [15, p. 27].
Recall that T .%/ is the first time X returns to %, i.e., T .%/ D inffn > 0 W Xn D
%g.
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let X be a GORW, as defined in Section 1, with parameters
.e; we/e2E on some tree G. If (2.5) holds, then there exists CQ 2 .0;1/ such
that
1
CQ

Ceff
1C Ceff  P.T .%/ D1/:
PROOF. From Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2, we can use the lower bound in [15,
theorem 5.19, p. 145] to obtain the result. □
Recall that a flow .e/ on a tree is a nonnegative function on E such that, for
any e 2 E, e D
P
g2E Wg DeC g . A flow is said to be a unit flow if moreoverP
eWjejD1 e D 1. The following statement is a simple consequence of previous
remarks and classical results.
LEMMA 8.3. Assume that (2.5) is satisfied. Consider the tree G with the conduc-
tances defined in Definition 8.1 and assume that there exists a unit flow .e/e2E on
G from % to infinity that has a finite energy, that is,X
e2E
.e/
2
c.e/
<1:
Then X is transient.
PROOF. Using Proposition 8.2, if Ceff > 0 then X is transient. By [15, theorem
2.11, p. 39], Ceff > 0 if and only if there exists a unit flow .e/e2E on G from % to
infinity that has a finite energy. □
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The following result is inspired by R. Lyons [13, cor. 4.2], which is a conse-
quence of the max-flow min-cut theorem. This result will provide us with a suffi-
cient condition for the existence of a unit flow with finite energy.
PROPOSITION 8.4. For any collection of positive numbers .ue/e2E such thatX
eWjejD1
ue D 1 and inf
2
X
e2
uec.e/ > 0;(8.2)
there exists a nonzero flow whose energy is upper-bounded by
lim
n!1
max
e2E WjejDn
X
ge
ug :
PROOF. If (8.2) is satisfied, then the max-flow min-cut theorem (see [15, p. 75])
implies that there exists a nonzero flow .e/ satisfying e  uec.e/. Then the
energy of this flow is the limit as n goes to infinity of the partial sum
nX
kD1
X
e2E WjejDk
.e/
2
c.e/

nX
kD1
X
e2E WjejDk
eue:
Now, notice that, for any 0  k  n and any e 2 E with jej D k, we have that
e D
P
gWeg;jgjDn g and, moreover,X
gWjgjDn
g D
X
eWjejD1
e 
X
eWjejD1
uec.e/ D 1:
Therefore, the energy of this flow .e/ is upper-bounded by
lim
n!1
nX
kD1
X
e2E WjejDk
.e/
2
c.e/
 lim
n!1
X
e2E WjejDn
e
X
ge
ue
 lim
n!1
max
e2E WjejDn
X
ge
ug : □
PROPOSITION 8.5. Fix a real number  > 1. There exists an absolute constant
C <1 such that, for any function f WN ! 0; 1 with f .0/ D 1, we have
1X
nD0
f .n/
nY
iD1
.1   f .i// 1  C:(8.3)
PROOF. First notice that, for any n  0,
f .n/
nY
iD1
.1   f .i// 1  f .n/e . 1/
Pn
iD0 f .i/:(8.4)
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For any n  0, we have that
exp

 .   1/
nX
iD0
f .i/
ff
  exp

 .   1/
nC1X
iD0
f .i/
ff
D exp

 .   1/
nX
iD0
f .i/
ff
.1   expf .   1/f .nC 1/g/

   1
3
f .nC 1/ exp

 .   1/
nX
iD0
f .i/
ff

   1
3
f .nC 1/ exp

 .   1/
nC1X
iD0
f .i/
ff
;
where we have used that 1   e x  x=3 for any x 2 0; 1. Together with (8.4),
this implies that
1X
nD0
f .n/
nY
iD1
.1   f .i// 1
 f .0/C
3
   1
1X
nD0
 
e . 1/
Pn
iD0 f .i/   e . 1/
PnC1
iD0
f .i/

 1C
3
   1
 
e . 1/   e . 1/
P1
iD0 f .i/

:
This easily implies (8.3) with
C D 1C
3
   1
D
C 2
   1
: □
The following result concludes the proof.
PROPOSITION 8.6. If RT.G;X/ > 1 and if (2.5) is satisfied, then X is transient.
PROOF. Fix a real number  2 .1;RT.G;X// and, for any edge e 2 E, let us
define ue D 1 if jej D 1 and, if jej > 1,
ue D .1    .e//
Y
ge
. .g// 1:
On one hand, we have that, for any e 2 E,X
ge
ug  C;(8.5)
as can be seen by applying Proposition (8.5) to functions fe defined by fe.0/ D 1
and, for n  1, fe.n/ D 1    .g/ with g the unique edge such that g  e and
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jgj D n ^ jej. We emphasize that (8.5) holds with a uniform bound. On the other
hand, using (8.1), we have
inf
2
X
e2
uec.e/ D inf
2
X
e2
 
.1    .e//

.e/
 1

.e/
1    .e/
D inf
2
X
e2
..e// > 0:
Proposition 8.4 and (8.5) imply that there exists a nonzero flow .e/ whose energy
is bounded as X
e2E
.e/
2
c.e/
 lim
n!1
max
e2E WjejDn
X
ge
ug  C:
Therefore there exists a unit flow with finite energy, and Lemma 8.3 implies that X
is transient. □
Remark 8.7. Let us emphasize that any independent percolation is quasi-indepen-
dent. Besides, we can apply Proposition 8.2 (or alternatively theorem 5.14 in [15])
to the independent percolation on G for which an edge e 2 E is open with prob-
ability  .e/. The proof presented in this section implies that the cluster of the
root in this percolation is infinite with positive probability when RT.G;X/ > 1.
In addition, proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, one can prove that
the cluster of the root in this percolation is a.s. finite when RT.G;X/ < 1. Fi-
nally, recall that, in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we proved that if X is ORRW, then
RT.G;X/ D brr.G/=. Hence, the independent percolation in which an edge at
level nC 1 is open with probability 1  =.nC / is subcritical if  > brr.G/ and
supercritical if  < brr.G/.
9 Proof of Proposition 3.1
We can now safely give an argument to prove Proposition 3.1.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1. The first statement is easy to prove by the fol-
lowing observation. Let Tm be a random tree as described above and apply the
following procedure. For any vertex x 2 Tm, if .x/jxj D 0, then we remove x from
the tree (together with its incident edges) and add an edge between the father of x
and the unique offspring of x; otherwise, if .x/
jxj
D 1, we keep x as it is. The tree
obtained in this manner is simply a Galton-Watson tree with offspring distribution
given by that of 1 C L, and this new tree is infinite if and only if Tm is infinite.
Hence, Tm is infinite with positive probability if and only if 1 C m > 1, which
proves the first statement.
Let us now prove the second statement of the proposition. We mimic a simple
argument from [13]. Let us consider the independent percolation on Tm where
each edge e at level n is open with probability 1   =n for some  > 0 (forcing
the edge to be open as long as  > n). On one hand, we claim that the cluster of
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the root is infinite with positive probability if  < brr.Tm/, and it is a.s. finite if
 > brr.Tm/. First, if we let X be a GORW satisfying, for e 2 E,  .e/ D 1  =jej
if jej >  and  .e/ D 1 otherwise, one can easily compute, using (2.1) and
(2.6), that RT.G;X/ D brr.G/= (a similar computation is done in the proof of
Theorem 2.1). Second, by Remark 8.7 and Theorem 2.1, fixing Tm on the event
that it is infinite, then the cluster of the root is infinite with positive probability if
 < brr.Tm/, and it is a.s. finite if  > brr.Tm/.
On the other hand, this percolation simply defines a random subtree Tperc of the
random tree Tm. Each vertex at level n in the subtree has an average number of
offspring equal to .1  =n/.1Cm=n/ D 1C .m  /n 1   mn 2. Let us prove
that Tperc is infinite with positive probability if and only if m    > 0. This would
imply that brr.Tm/ D m and conclude the proof.
Let Vn D fv 2 V W jvj D ng for any n  0 be the set of vertices at generation
n of Tperc. Note that Vn is random. Let Zzj be the offspring distribution of a vertex
at generation j in Tperc. Let Gn D ff.V0; : : : ; Vn/ be the filtration generated by all
the information contained in the nC 1 first generations of the tree. One can easily
see that, for any n  0,
EjVnC1j j Gn D jVnj 

1C
m   
n
 
m
n2

:
If m     0, .jVnj/n is a nonnegative supermartingale and thus converges to 0
almost surely. Now, assume thatm  > 0. Theorem 1 of [1] (see the upper bound
of (2.4) therein) states that
lim
n!1
P.jVnj > 0/  lim sup
n!1

EjVnj 1 C
nX
jD1
E

Zz
2
j

  E

Zzj

E

Zzj
 EjVj j 1 1:
One can easily compute from the definitions that, for any j  1,
E

Zz
2
j

  E

Zzj


mC ff2
n
and E

jVj j

 cj
m 
2
for some constant c > 0. Hence, as m    > 0, we obtain that
P
 Tperc is infinite D lim
n!1
P.jVnj > 0/
 lim
n!1
1
1C
Pn
jD1
mCff2
j
 c
j
m 
2
> 0:
Hence, Tperc is infinite with positive probability if and only if m    > 0. Recall
that we have already proved that if brr.Tm/    > 0 (resp., if brr.Tm/    < 0)
then Tperc is infinite with positive probability (resp., finite a.s.), therefore we can
conclude that m D brr.Tm/. □
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10 Critical ORRW: Proof of Proposition 2.3
Here we prove Proposition 2.3, which partially describes the behavior of the
ORRW at criticality. In particular, in the following proof, we work with a tree such
that brr.G/ 2 .0;1/ and study the ORRW with parameter c D brr.G/, that is, a
GORW with we D 1 and e D c for any edge e 2 E.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3. The first part about recurrence is in fact a direct
consequence of Proposition 6.1.
To prove transience, one has to reproduce the proof of Section 8 and prove that
the effective conductance Ceff of the tree is positive when an edge e is assigned the
conductance specified in (8.1); see Proposition 8.2. In the case of ORRW, we have
that c.e/  jej1 c , using the fact that 1    .e/ D c=.c C jej   1/  cjej 1
for jej  2, and .e/  n c .
Now, recall that, by assumption, there exists a positive function f such that
inf
2
X
e2
1
jejcf .jej/
> 0 and
X
n1
1
nf .n/
<1:
Therefore, we can use Proposition 8.4 with ue D 1=.jejf .jej// and conclude that
there exists a nonzero flow with finite energy and so, by Lemma 8.3, that Ceff >
0. □
11 A 0-1 Law for Recurrence and Transience
We prove that recurrence and transience for the GORW satisfy a 0-1 law.
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let X be a GORW. The event that every vertex (or some vertex)
is visited infinitely often happens with probability 0 or 1. In particular, this implies
that X is transient if and only if every vertex is visited finitely often, and X is
recurrent if and only if every vertex is visited infinitely often.
PROOF. First, regardless of the current states of the weights and because e; we 2
.0;1/ for any edge e 2 E, the walk X goes from one given vertex to another one
with a probability lower-bounded by a positive constant (depending on the choice
of the two vertices). Therefore, X visits one vertex finitely (resp., infinitely) often
if and only if it visits every vertex finitely (resp., infinitely) often.
For any vertex v 2 V n f%g, let Tv be the subtree consisting of v 1, v, and all
the descendants of v. For any v 2 V , denote XTv the extension of X on the subtree
Tv, as defined in Section 5. Consider the event
B D
v 2 V n f%g W k  0 W XTv
k
D v 1
	 <1	 D1	:
Note that the event B deals with the extensions and not the process bfX itself. We
have that, almost surely,
fT .%/ D1g  B  fX visits every vertex finitely ofteng:
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Indeed, to prove the first inclusion, note that if T .%/ D 1, then infinitely many
vertices are ancestors of Xn as soon as n is large enough. Let us give a short
argument to prove the second inclusion. Assume that X visits one vertex infinitely
often and that B holds. Then, X visits every vertex infinitely often. Besides, as B
holds, there exists a vertex v such that jfk  0 W XTv
k
D v 1gj D n for some finite
integer n. In this case, if X visits all the vertices infinitely often, it will eventually
jump from v to v 1 for the nth time and come back to v. After this time, X cannot
visit v 1 again and thus it never returns to the root, which yields a contradiction.
Recall Rubin’s construction and the extensions defined in Section 5. In par-
ticular, the construction of X involves a collection of independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) exponential random variables
Y D .Y.; ; k/ W .; / 2 V 2 with    and k 2 N/:
Let us pick these random variables from a given i.i.d. collection .Yi /i0, ordered
in an arbitrary manner, in the sense that we fix a bijection f WN ! f.; ; k/ W
;  2 V;    and k 2 Ng.
For any i 2 N, if f .i/ D .; ; j /, with ;  2 V ,   , j 2 N, then we
define kf .i/k D jj. We claim that the event B is a tail event for the ff -algebra
generated by the sequence .Yi /. First, for any n 2 N, we have
B D
v 2 V W jvj > n; k  0 W XTv
k
D v 1
	 <1	 D1	:(11.1)
Second, for any n 2 N, define
k.n/ D maxfi  0 W kf .i/k  ng:
In words, k.n/ is the greatest index such that all the random variables Yi , i  k.n/,
are assigned to vertices at generation less than n. In particular, any step performed
by X (or its extensions) from a vertex at generation strictly greater than n does not
depend on Yi , i  k.n/. It is straightforward to see that k.n/ goes to infinity as n
goes to infinity and that f can easily be chosen such that k.n/ is finite for every n.
Indeed, for instance, start by attributing random variables Y for the first crossing
of oriented edges at generation 1; then assume that for any i  n, oriented edges
at generation i have been attributed random variables Y for their first n C 1   i
crossings; finally, for any i  nC1, attribute random variables Y to oriented edges
at generation i for their first .nC 2   i/th crossing.
For any v 2 V with jvj > n, the event fjfk  0 W XTv
k
D v 1gj < 1g
clearly does not depend on the steps of X performed from vertices at generation
less than n. Then, using (11.1), we obtain that the event B is measurable with
respect to ff.Yi ; i  k.n//, for any n 2 N.
Finally, using Kolmogorov’s 0-1 law, we obtain that P.B/ 2 f0; 1g.
To conclude, note that, on Bc, the complement of B , for any vertex v 2 V
except (at most) a finite number of them, X jumps from v to v 1 infinitely often,
and thus every vertex is visited infinitely often. □
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